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Silky Eyeshadow Singles

High Shine Lip Polish

Simple ingredients, lasting results. Our single eyeshadows blend out
exceptionally well and are loaded with pigment. Can be used wet or
dry. 12 colours to choose from. Matte and reflective options.
SHADE

COMPOSED TRANQUILITY HARMONY

ESSENTIAL

PURE

STRONG

HUSH

MYSTERIOUS CONTROL

RAW

Our no stick gloss is sure to impress with lots
of shine and tons of moisture. Infused with
Jojoba seed oil, Vitamin E for moisture and
Sweet Almond oil for firmer lips. Delicately
finished with a soft vanilla scent. Available in
12 colours.

ABYSS

Silky Eyeshadow Trios
3 rich pigmented colours in one compact that work together
to create the perfectly contoured eye. Can be used wet or
dry. A variety of colour options to choose from. Matte and
reflective options.
GOLD DIGGER

GREEN WITH ENVY EYE SEE CAMOUFLAGE

MODERN EYES
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Powder Brush
Angle Blusher Brush
Dome Brush
Blend Eye Brush
Contour Eye Brush
Lip Brush
Brow Angle Brush

#8 Foundation Brush
#9 Eye Grooming Brush
#10 Bent Eyeliner Brush
#11 Socket Brush
#12 Kabuki Brush
#13 Flat Eyeliner Brush
#14 Buki Brush

LUSCIOUS

REVEAL

LAVISH

STUNNING TEMPTING

LUXURY

SPICE

IMPULSE

ENTICE

ALLURE

CHIC

REAL

TRUE

POISED

ALTERED

MELODRAMATIC

ONYX

This Cream to Powder Treatment Eyeshadow Trio enriched with
anti-aging properties transforms from a rich cream to a smooth
lightweight powder for total versatility and ease of application.
Gives all the colour of eyeshadow with the treatment of an
eye cream. Contains Rice Bran Extract, Sweet Almond Extract,
Tourmaline and Vitamin C. Colour choice: Nude Earth
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Skin Perfecting Balm

This weightless HIS & HERS primer helps to smooth away fine
lines and minimize pores all while healing skin imperfections.
Colourless matte finish. A blend of Vitamin C & A for a strong
anti-oxidant kick along with Tea Tree for antiseptic healing and
chamomile to soothe the skin. Cuts shine and controls oil.

Line and define your eyes with ease. Our eye pencil glides onto
the eyelid without any dragging or pulling. Keep it defined
or smudge it out for a softer look. Either way wears all day.
Available in 3 colours.

Lip Fix Balms
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Lip Definition Pencil

Eye Definition Pencil

GLAM

VOGUE

CHARISMA
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GODIVA

NUDE FEMME

Cream to Powder Treatment Blush

Cream to Powder Treatment Eyeshadow

Hydrating Lipstick

VIOLENT

black label

This Cream to Powder Treatment Blush instantly
transforms from a silky cream to a lightweight powder.
Use your fingers, a brush or the sponge provided to apply
onto the skin. Contains Rice Bran Extract, Tourmaline,
Aloe and Hyaluronic Acid. Colour Choice: Blushing

Great coverage and staying power all in a
hydrating formula. No more dry lips! Infused
with Grape Seed Oil, Cocoa Butter and Vitamin
E. Caressed with a soft vanilla scent. 12 colours
to choose from.

Our formula is a must try. Lashes stay soft yet evoke the look of
long, full lashes after using Lash Rebel. Does not flake. 12 hour wear.
Contains no oils, safe for use on lash extensions. Available in black.

COCO

SST Brushes
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Lash Rebel Mascara

PLUMMET

brushes

Line and define your lips with ease. Our
lip pencils glide along the lip line with no
tugging or pulling due to our creamy
stay put formula. 6 colours to choose
from.

Like us on Facebook

COSMETICS WITH
A CONSCIENCE FOR
THE SKIN
Paraben Free • Talc Free
Free of Harsh Chemicals

Wrap your lips in a protective coat with this intense lip
treatment. Loaded with nourishing ingredients that repair
damaged, dehydrated lips. Lip Fix Balm contains Titanium
Dioxide and Zinc Oxide which are the two key ingredients
used as natural sunscreens to protect lips from further
dehydration. Contains Vitamins A, C & E, Shea Butter, Marine
Filling Spheres, and Aloe. Available in Clear or Flesh Tone.

Tinted Primer and Moisture Kick

This 3 in 1 formula infuses the skin with moisture, evens out skin tone
with a hint of colour and helps to minimize the appearance of pores,
fine lines and redness in the skin. Wear alone or in conjunction with any
other foundations or powders. Tinted Primer and Moisture Kick contains
a universal yellow base which is flattering to most skin tones. Contains
Vitamin E, Hyaluronic Acid, Nourishing Red Seaweed Extract, and
Tourmaline. Available in Light and Skin Tone.
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Oil Free Weightless Foundation

This oil free weightless, liquid foundation offers a medium
coverage all while blending out effortlessly due to its oil free
formulation. Infused with micronized tourmaline and hyaluronic
acid, this foundation is for all skin types. Helps to balance out
the oil production in oily skin and infuse dry skin with water
due to the high levels of hyaluronic acid – a humectant that can
hold 1000 times its own weight in water! This miracle ingredient
will also help to keep skin clear on clients with problematic skin.
Matte finish. Colour Options 1 thru 6.

Firm Up Concealer

A luxurious formula, enriched with Vitamin E for moisture and blendability. Sweet almond
extract tightens and smoothes the under eye area. Colour theory was applied in the
creation of this product. Yellow and very light orange undertones help to completely
neutralize violet and blue under eye darkness. Colour options 1 thru 3.
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MINERAL BASED BRAND
OF COSMETICS
SST formulations use the highest
quality minerals from around the
world. These minerals are finely milled
before ingredients are added to the
minerals that have positive benefit for
the skin. These ingredients are what
take the minerals from loose powder
form to a pressed, liquid, gel or cream
form.

No
Talc

No
Boron
Nitride

Dehydrates Skin
Skin
Irritant

Gluten
Free

Proud to be
Canadian

PARABEN FREE
Parabens are used as preservatives
in many cosmetic and personal
care products, including make-up.
Parabens have been found to weakly
mimic estrogens in animal studies
due to the fact that parabens easily
penetrate the skin. This raises
health concerns because of the link
between the hormone estrogen
and breast cancer. There are many
questions and conflicting scientific
studies about the effects of low level
estrogen in humans, and is continually
being monitored. At SST we have
made a choice to use paraben free
formulations. High levels of antioxidents help to preserve our product
in the same manner that parabens
would. You can rest easy knowing you
are using safe cosmetics!
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Dual Finish Powder
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Translucent

This versatile powder can be used wet or dry, offering
medium to full coverage. Use wet for full coverage
similar to that of a cream or use dry for a medium
coverage powder finish. Infused with micronized
tourmaline. Vitamin A offers antioxidant protection
while Green Tea extract is naturally rich in antioxidents and helps to de-redden the skin. Jojoba seed
oil penetrates the skin to infuse it with moisture. For
all skin types. Colour Options 1 thru 5 & Translucent.
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SST offers a breakthrough in new cosmetic
technology in their CC Cream. This Colour
Correcting foundation and concealer in
one offers medium to full coverage in a
mousse like texture that glides over the skin
like silk. Continued use helps to diminish
the appearance of uneven skin tone
and pigmentation due to the powerful extracts
of tomato and cabbage. Available in 3 self
adjusting shades that are suited for all skin
types.
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CC Cream
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100% Pure Luminous Mineral Powder

Medium to full coverage and easy application – All from a product that
contains only 5 ingredients. Mica promotes luminous skin, Zinc offers
a natural broad spectrum sunscreen and skin soothing abilities, Topaz
is a precious stone that helps promote cell renewal, Tourmaline is an
energizing crystal that promotes a more youthful complexion all while
helping other active ingredients work hard for your skin and Hematite
is a lava stone that has been proven to slow down the aging process!
Buff on with a kabuki brush for the best results. TALC FREE, BORON
NITRIDE FREE. Colour Options 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Try 5 and 6 as loose
powder bronzers.

Why Not Consider Our
Environmentally Friendly
Refill Option?

Medium

Our gel pots come in an array of colours and formulas.

* Extended Wear Gel Eyeshadow and Eyeliner. Available in Grey, Black, Brown, Two Faced and
Silver Wear. A water resistant formula that stays put. Goes on like a liquid liner but doesn’t
feather or transfer due to its quick dry formula!

GREY

DIFFUZE

Half the packaging . . . Same amount of
product. Just pour it into your existing mineral
powder container. Because our mineral powder is
inorganic, there’s no need to worry about contamination!
Available in 1.5, 2, and 3

INFUZE

Blush Enhancing Duos and Trios

Our silky blush powder blends out beautifully to offer
blended soft colour. Matte and illuminating colour
options available depending on what look you want. A
range of colour options to choose from. Wears all day.

AURA

Fair

gel pots

TWOFACED

eyes
Brow Fix

Keep unruly brows in their place with SST’s Brow fix. A clear gel formula
that does not flake and is easily applied with the wand brush supplied.

Brow Definition Trio
MODIFY
CHEEKY

SILVER
WEAR

* Infuze Lip and Cheek Stain. Is a gel consistency formula for both the lips and
cheeks. Goes on with a very soft finish and allows you to build up to as much
colour as you want. The more you use the more colour you will achieve. Because
it’s a stain it wears all day long. Wear alone or under any lip or cheek product.
Infused with hyaluronic acid – to infuse the skin with moisture.

ENERGY

ESSENCE

BROWN

* Diffuze. Is our Eye Primer and Brightener. Use on the eyelid prior to any
eyeshadow application to extend the wear of your shadow and prevent creasing.
Great for oily eyelids. The yellow based formula also offers a brightening effect
on most skin tones. Use a small amount under the eyes for those who suffer from
dark circles. Truly a miracle product! Infuzed with almond oil for skin firming.

Depth

BALANCE

BLACK

Lightweight, mineral based brow powders make you a brow
expert. Pigment-rich and blendable formula keep brows soft and
pliable. Talc and Paraben Free. Colour Option - Modify

